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Experience life’s
hidden comforts
– at a touch
With DEVI electric heating solutions

Intelligent solutions
with lasting effect
Visit devi.co.uk

Let DEVI
add extra comfort
to your life
Nothing beats the feeling of a nice warm home. And no one
makes a warm and – above all – comfortable home easier
to achieve than DEVI. Our simple and cost-effective electric
heating solutions can be installed anywhere in your home.
No matter whether you use them as your main or secondary
heating source, whether you are renovating a room or building
a new house, or even if you simply want to increase comfort or
make a smart investment in the value of your home, installing
electric heating is flexible, smart, highly cost-effective and
creates an extremely comfortable living environment.

Simplicity
that you will love

Convenient
and effective
Besides ease of use, comfort and efficiency, electric under floor
heating systems save precious space, especially in small rooms.
Installation is simple and can be completed in just a few hours,
from start to finish. With DEVI’s advanced energy-saving control
features, running costs are a lot lower than you might think. And
there’s no need for maintenance or expensive servicing either.
Let’s take a quick look around your home and see how easy it is
to increase your living comfort.

The perfect start
to your day
Walking into the kitchen to prepare breakfast is more
comfortable than ever before. The kitchen has the perfect
temperature and the gentle warmth of the floor is a pleasure
for your feet. And best of all, you achieved this without major
renovation work, either to your floor or your water-based
heating system.
DEVI electric under floor heating is the perfect solution for
kitchen floors. Our DEVImat™ heat mats or DEVIflex™ heating
cables can be laid directly under any floor covering, from tiles
to wood or laminate. DEVImat™ is ideal for larger floor areas
while DEVIflex™ heating cables offer ultimate flexibility in
dealing with tight corners or odd-shaped rooms.
Controlling your floor heating system is our advanced DEVIreg™
Touch thermostat. Its elegant design complements even the
most modern interiors. This innovative thermostat is fully
touch-screen operated and is the most energy-efficient device
of its kind on the market. Energy-saving features such as ‘open
window detection’ and the intelligent timer take energy savings
to a whole new level, reducing energy wastage by up to 12%
compared with the best current alternative.

Make your bathroom
an oasis of comfort
Nowhere is the comfort of a heated floor as noticeable and
welcome as in your bathroom. Whether you’ve just enjoyed
an invigorating shower after exercise or are getting out of the
bath after a relaxing soak, nothing beats the comfort of stepping onto a warm floor. Even the most luxurious bathrooms
are missing something without a heated floor.
There is more to enjoy than just floor comfort. Wiping a
steamy mirror before you can look in it or humid towels will
also be a thing of the past.

Simple to install
and highly cost-effective
The secret to this added level of luxury is our ultra-thin DEVImat™ heat mat. It lies directly under your chosen floor covering and provides noticeable heating super fast. For renovation
projects, it can even be laid directly on top of your existing
floor covering. Simply use the self-adhesive tape to fix the mat
to the floor or insulation board and cover it with new tiles.
DEVImat™ heat mats are also ideal for new builds.

Ultra-thin mats

Super fast reaction

Maximum comfort

Floor temperature is controlled by the intelligent DEVIreg™
Touch thermostat. It not only looks great but is also easy to
operate via the simple touch screen display with its intuitive
menu navigation. Heating optimisation makes sure the floor
is heated to your chosen comfort level exactly at the time
programmed, saving precious energy use and costs.

Add the
finishing touches
To keep your mirrors clear, no matter how hot you like your
bath, DEVIfoil™ is the ideal solution. The self-adhesive foil
is attached to the rear of the mirror and can be turned on
when the bathroom light is switched on, for example. The
heat transferred to the mirror prevents it from becoming
steamed up.
For ultimate comfort, DEVIrail™ helps you to dry your towels or
keep them warm for an added touch of luxury. This compact
radiator with its contemporary styling is also electrically heated
and provides the perfect finishing touch. Available in chrome or
white to complement all modern bathroom suites.
DEVIreg™ Touch is highly flexible and now comes in three
variations, Pure White, Pure Black and Ice White.

Getting
in touch ...
DEVI is well known among electrical installers, tile specialists
and DIY resellers. You can easily find your nearest DEVI expert
via our stockist search on www.devi.co.uk Simply contact
them to ask for advice, a quotation or the availability of the
DEVI electric heating solution you’re interested in. If you need
help finding your nearest DEVI reseller, simply email us at
sales@devi.co.uk and we’ll send you the details.
For more information about our products or applications, visit
www.devi.co.uk and perhaps try our virtual DEVIreg™ Touch,
a 1:1 copy of the real thermostat. If you want to try the virtual
DEVIreg™ Touch on your smartphone, simply scan the QR code
or download the App from the App store or Google play store.

Total control
at your fingertips
A modern home deserves to have state of the art control options. Instead of multiple thermostats you would rather have a
single point of control.
Simple yet sophisticated, the DEVIlink™ wireless control system enables you to control all the electric under floor heating
in your home from a single point. With its full-colour touch
screen, the DEVIlink™ CC Central Controller lets you define
different rooms and programme the times and temperatures
you prefer for each. Every room is controlled individually for
optimum comfort and energy efficiency.
Using proven 2-way wireless communication, DEVIlink™ CC
sends its instructions to the DEVIlink™ FT Floor Thermostat.
These are installed in each room and turn the electric heating
on and off. You can also choose to add a DEVIlink™ RS Room
Sensor to adjust the temperature setting from within the room
at any given time.
It gets even better; control lights or appliances by adding
DEVIlink™ HR Hidden Relays. With these smart devices, you
can programme your lights, coffee machine or other electrical
appliances to switch on and off whenever you like. Perfect for
increasing security when you are away from home, or ensuring
you have a nice cup of coffee waiting for you when you get back.
If you want to take comfort and controllability to the next
level, DEVIlink™ is the solution.

Try the virtual
DEVIreg™ Touch
Scan the code
or visit devi.co.uk

Product overview
DEVImat™ DTIR
Ultra-thin heat mats
for most common
use

DEVIlink™ CC
Wireless, full-colour
touch screen Central
Controller

DEVIflex™ DTIR
Flexible heating
cable for small or
odd-shaped rooms

DEVIlink™ FT
Wireless Floor
Thermostat to switch
heating on/off

DEVIflex™ DSIG
Robust heating
cable for inscreed purpose

DEVIlink™ RS
Wireless Room Sensor
to adjust required
temperature

DEVIreg™ Touch
Easy and intuitive
touch screen
timer thermostat

DEVIlink™ HR
Wireless Hidden Relay
to switch light or
appliances on/off

DEVIreg™ 535
Basic timer
thermostat

DEVIfoil™ Mirror
Self-adhesive mirror
heating foil

DEVIreg™ 130 series
Range of non-timer
thermostats

DEVIrail™
Light duty towel
dryer

Danish quality
you can rely on

and the satisfaction of the
people who use them. And
for ultimate reassurance, we
offer up to 20-year product
warranties on our heat mats
and cables – which even include floor replacement costs!
We also offer an outstanding 5-year warranty on our
DEVIreg™ Touch thermostat.
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Based in Denmark, DEVI
specialises exclusively in
high-quality electric heating
solutions. We have the world’s
largest research centre and
have been a market leader
since we were founded in
1942. Our extensive quality
control process ensures both
the quality of our products

DEVI Electric Heating Systems
Danfoss Ltd
Ampthill Road, Bedford, MK42 9ER
Phone: 01234 320 260 e-mail: sales@devi.co.uk
Visit devi.co.uk

